1.) Question: Upon reading this RFB, I have a couple of questions on options you may not need, and omission may result in savings:

1- Does the college really need the barcode reader? That is normally for big hospitals to scan in patient procedures to EMR.
2- Does the college need bidirectional communications and DICOM/ MUSE capabilities? Are you connecting to an EMR or MUSE system already in place? This is an expensive parameter that requires a paid support system.
3- If you are connecting to Electronic Medical Records, what is the name of the system?

Answer: These options can be omitted.

2.) Question: Regarding this RFB for the GE MACVU 360 ECG'S that I had previously quoted. GE will have a price increase January 1st, 2022 for their diagnostic cardiology products, ECG's included. Once the bids are in and you have reviewed them, will you be able to award the bid and send the PO before that date?

Answer: The targeted award date is December 06, 2021.